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When requested to develop before the INSTITUTE, some topic 
relative to the late Electrical Exhibition, it occurred to me that  
there was at least one line of reflection it were well to insist on, 
before the memory  of that brilliant display should fade too deeply. 
There  were those who had reported upon the uses and peculiarities 
of tile special exhibits. There  had been full account taken, as well 
of the praiseworthy inventive and mechanical skill displayed as 
of the immediate practical bearing of the several inventions. There  
had even been a t tempted practical tests which should haply add to 
the commercial  recognition and credit of the inventor. 

But what should be said if in our Exhibition, we failed to 
recognize anything more than the genius which presides over 
mechanisms a n d  patented devices ; if, through thoughtlessness or 
neglect, we ignored that great body of unregistered exhibitors, 
who, by their .researches alone, had given silent though effective 
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tribute. I t  seemed to me that  even America,  with all its worship 
of the immediately  practical, and with all its bold faith in hap-  
hazard progress, could well afford, as for a moment  it cast a last 
look upon its first great  electro-technical exhibition, to do homage  
to those far-seeing minds, who in this field had made invention 
possible and progress  a necessity. 

I propose then that  the thread of our reflections shall be the 
dependence of the Electrical Exhibi t ion upon pure research. And, 
to prevent  misapprehension, I desire that  the words"  pure research" 
should be understood to imply that  class of scientific work which 
means investigation for the sake of the beauty  of truth and fact, 
though the applications and the mercenary  rewards be never so 
remote ; that  holds the advancement  Of the borders of knowledge 
under the impulse of an unmeasured faith in the eventual advan- 
tage to be its highest,  noblest aim. I t  should, however, not 
be inferred that  antagonism to the so-called "pract ica l  science" is 
intended, except  in so far as that  name is a cloak for empiricism. 
Indeed, it would be folly at this stage in the history of any science 
to moot  a distinction between the workers in theory and the work- 
ers in application, seeing that  it is now well understood that  the 
very highest  efforts in each field are only attainable by a just  
recognition of the claims of the other. We  know well that  one 
theory may comprehend a thousand applications and that one appli- 
ance may demand a score of theories. Research and practical 
application are infinite debtors, the one to the other. And  yet  the 
habitual  neglect of the claims of the former in our new civilization, 
is sufficient reasou for limiting our at tention to research as having 
so richly contributed to our present practice in electricity. 

In addition, however, to the motives already indicated, I should 
mention at least two others as urging to this line of thought .  The  
first is : The  blank discouragement and almost  insuperable difficul- 
ties encountered by the American student, who may aim to further 
research for its own sake;  the second : the pressing necessity for 
establishing in our midst foundations whose chief aim shall be the 
advancement  of physical research, and the indoctrination of its 
results into the public mind. To these points, I shall now and 
again  refer. 

For  if we could show but a little more clear!y how the great  
practical operations exhibited, are the direct result of the past 
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s tudy of experimental  and theoretical science; if we could show 
that  all the great  inventions presented to our view drew their very 
existence from the paitent and faithful investigations of men en- 
gaged in pure reseach, might  we not entertain the fond hope that  
some more decided, some more earnest movement  should be 
initiated to further that  scientific spirit in our midst ? 

I t  would be useless to disguise the difficulty of making a state- 
ment  of this dependence of the exhibited results upon pure science, 
that  should deeply affect every mind. To the majority of specta- 
tors at the Exhibit ion,  I have no doubt that  the prominent  impres- 
sion was the beautiful spectacle realized by tile inventor 's  skill. 
A t  most, the immediate  practical result, was all this type of mind 
cared to appreciate. They  may have been dazed and somewhat  
puzzled, but, it is to be feared, that  to them the presence of the 
real presiding genius was never clearly disclosecl. There  are, how- 
ever, others who glance through the great  display with different 
eyes. To these are present  the long array of experiments  and 
theoretical investigations at the basis of many  a single practical 
result. And again they recall a single experiment,  which means 
ten thousand dynamos of a hundred different types. Let  us then 
join this group as it studies the Exhibit ion and gather  at least a 
few glimpses of the real origin of the important  industrial display. 

Our attention, as we enter, is for a moment  arrested by the 
ti t le:  " T h e  International Electrical Exhibit ion of the FRANKLIN 
INSTIa't;TE." Now the warmest  admirers  of the Exhibit ion admit  
that there was comparat ively little in the way of foreign exhibits 
to warrant the title international. The quick succession in which 
such exhibitions had been held in Europe, and the consequent 
multiplied expense to exhibitors was undoubtedly the factor which 
prevented the full realization of the plan of the INSTITUTE. And  
yet, from a philosophical standpoint,  the Exhibit ion could not be 
less than international. We  shall, indeed, have to say that  nearly 
all the great  spirits in physical research, to whom we have to refer 
as contributors to the result, were nurtured by  the European 
nat ions;  and that  it is to the enlightened encouragement  of 
research abroad that this Exhibit ion owes most. 

As  we now glance over the character  of the electrical display" 
and note the deftness with which this strange form of energy  
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serves  the  pu rposes  of our  m o d e r n  l i f e - - a s  we find e lec t r i c i ty  no 

more  a mere  p l a y t h i n g  in the  h a n d s  of a few scient is ts ,  bu t  now the  

wil l ing se rvan t  to  a t h o u s a n d  and  one ea rnes t  uses, we canno t  bu t  
m a r k  the  severe  con t r a s t  be tween  this  resul t  and  the  u n p r o m i s i n g  
beg inn ings .  

In s t i nc t ive ly  our  imag ina t i on  tu rns  back  to tha t  .early A m e r i c a n  

t ime,  when in or  near  the  se l t -same local i ty  the re  was to have  been  

he ld  ano the r  e lec t r ica l  exh ib i t ion .  S t r a n g e l y  enough ,  we call  th i s  

the  Elec t r ica l  E x h i b i t i o n  of the  FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, while  the  

o the r  was an exh ib i t i on  g iven  by  Benjamin  F r a n k l i n  himself .  T h e  

marve l lous  d e m o n s t r a t i o n s  in e lec t r i c i ty  made  at  t ha t  e xh ib i t i on  

mus t  indeed have s t i r red  the  ref lect ive minds  of ea r ly  P h i l a d e l p h i a  
as deep ly  as the  wonders  of our  E x h i b i t i o n  could  have  affected 

a n y  of us. 
I t  seems  tha t  in a mi ld  sp i r i t  of r evenge  upon the  g r e a t  diffi- 

cul t ies  encoun te r ed  in deve lop ing  a n y t h i n g  of i m m e d i a t e  use from 
his e lec t r ica l  e x p e r i m e n t s ,  and  as a sor t  of semi- lud ic rous ,  semi-  

ea rnes t  cha l l enge  to those  who d o u b t e d  the  even tua l  u t i l i ty  of 

such h igh  scientif ic pas t imes ,  F r a n k l i n  wro te  of tha t  ea r l ies t  A m e r i -  

can e lec t r ica l  exh ib i t ion ,  the  fol lowing p ro spec tu s  which  I shall  

r e p r o d u c e  with  his own emphas i s  : 
" C h a g r i n e d  a l i t t le  tha t  we have  been  h i t h e r t o  able  to p roduc e  

no th ing  in th is  way  of use to m a n k i n d  ; and  the ho t  w e a the r  com-  

ing  on, when  e lec t r ica l  e x p e r i m e n t s  a re  not  so ag reeab le ,  it is 

p r o p o s e d  to  pu t  an end to t h e m  for th is  season,  s o m e w h a t  h u m o r -  
ous ly  in a p a r t y  of p leasure ,  on the  b a n k s  of 5"chuylkill. Spi r i t s  a t  

the  same t ime,  are to be fired b y  a s p a r k  sent  from side to  side 

t h r o u g h  the  r iver,  w i thou t  any  o the r  c o n d u c t o r  than  the  w a t e r ;  

an e x p e r i m e n t  which we some t ime  since pe r fo rmed ,  to  the  amaze-  

men t  oI. many .  A t u r k e y  is to be  k i l led  for our  d inne r  by  t i le  

electrical shock, and roas ted  by  the  electrical jack, before  a fire 

k ind led  by  the  electrified bottle : when the  hea l th s  of  all  the  famous  

e lec t r ic ians  in Eng land ,  Ho l l and ,  F r ance ,  and  G e r m a n y  are  to be  

d r a n k  in electrified bumpers, under  the  d i scha rge  of guns  from the  

electrical battery." 
W e  are  h a p p y  to say tha t  F r a n k l i n ' s  d r e a m  of s o m e t h i n g  " of  

use to m a n k i n d  " from elec t r ica l  research  was fully rea l ized at  the  

recen t  E x h i b i t i o n ,  held  bu t  a l i t t le  more  than  a c e n tu ry  after  t ha t  

of his own. 
W h a t  a g lowing  p ic tu re  should  we have  had  from the  r eady  
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pen of the old statesman, could he, by some magic of the imagina- 
tion, have been invited into the ideal studio of our modern 
exhibit ing electrician. There  he should have found an apar tment  
decorated on every hand with the beautiful results of the electro- 
metallur~ic art, furnished with tables bearing a wealth of electro- 
plate, with books, fine pictures and rare scientific drawings repro- 
duced from electrotypes, with clocks strangely moved  and con- 
trolled by electricity, with electro-chronographs recording to the 
utmost  fraction the time of occurrences a hundred miles distant, 
with electric signal buttons ready to register both an audible and 
visible signal at points near or remote, with telephones that  allow 
a conversation to be held at a distance of twenty miles as easily as 
with one's neighbor, with telegraphic sounders whose brazen 
hearts thump with messages that  have travelled a thousand miles, 
with a mirror galvanometer  whose delicate indications reveal 
thoughts  that have held their tireless course through three thousand 
miles of ocean cable, with sphygmographs  that  record the fre- 
quency and the varying force of the pulse of the sick; with stock 
tickers telling the continuous s tory of the rise and fall in the pulse 
of the commercial  world;  with signalling devices tl~at make police 
and tire departments,  as well as a host of messengers, our hou.se 
servants;  with electric lamps shedding the soft radiance of day- 
light, and serving a score of uses, both useful and artistic;  and 
finally, with electric-motors ready to move all sorts of machinery, 
or, if we choose to use the studio as a travelling-car, to speedily 
propel us fl'om town to town by means o f t h e  mystical energy that 
may pass through a simple wire. All this and much more would 
halve contributed to the contrast  of the two  periods of early experi- 
ment and later use. 

If we shou.ld only regard the visible results, we might  perhaps 
consider the l ightning-rods attached to our Exhibition building as 
the only remaining indication of the early activity of Franklin and 
Kinnersley. But we must here insist on a deeper insight into the 
relations of effect with cause in electrical history. Franklin 's  chief 
glory consists in the fact that  he was among the first to propound 
an explanation of electrical action ; to clearly moot  a theory wl!ich 
should thenceforth be used for the furtherance of experiment.  I f  he 
was among  the first to show experimental ly " the  wonderfdl effects of 
pointed bodies, both in drazvin¢~ q ff and throwing off the electrical 
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fire," he was also among the first to take a broad survey ~f the 
whole problem of loss of electrical charge, and above all to propose 
to himself such a conception of the action of the , electrical f i re"  
as should be applicable to every form of experiment.  

All the way from the sixth century B. C., when Thales rubbed 
the elJetron and noted its at tractive effect on light bodies, down 
to the middle of the eighteenth century when Franklin and Symmer  
first stirred the scientific world by their theories of electricity, we 
note only, for the most part,  isolated experiments.  Gilbert. who 
first distinguished between magnet ism and this force which he 
thence called electricity, had indeed e~sayed to explain the attrac- 
tion of electrified bodies by the analogy of the melt ing together  
of two drops of water. Otto Guericke had discovered that  elec- 
trified bodies also suffer repulsion and probably  first had seen an 
electrical spark. Stephen Gray had distinguished between conduc- 
tors and non-conductors,  and had noticed the electrification of 
bodies by  mere presence, by induction. Du Fay  had  proved that  
two distinct kinds of electrification might  be excited by rubbing 
different substances, and that  the one class of rubbed bodies 
at tracted the other class of rubbed bodies while each repelled its 
own kind. Van Kleist had discovered what is now known as the 
Leyden phial, and Van Musschenbroek had made it famous among 
all the learned. Winkler  had set fire to a number  of inflammable 
substances by means of the electric spark, and many  more curious 
results had been obtained. But futile, indeed, would have been 
these isolated experiments,  if Franklin,  and Symmer ,  and Winkler,  
and Aepinus,  and Wilke had not set the world agog by a famous 
contest over the theory of electrical action. 

Exper iment  was opposed to exper iment  and explanation to 
explanation in the sharp battle for truth between theuni tar ian  and 
the dualistic theories of electricity. W h a t  mat ter  if the contest  
between them has continued even to our own day, and the true 
nature of electricity be almost as much an enigma now as then. 
It  has been the great  unsolved problem that  has stimulated 
research and incidentally brought  about  discoveries of the first 
magnitude. We  learn here again, that  the clear mooting of a sci- 
entific theory may have an immense influence on scientific and 
material progress, in that  it provides an aim and suggests a plan 
for experimentat ion.  Scientific history abounds with examples  
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which might  be cited in illustration of this sort of stimulus to pro- 
gress. You will allow me to divert your  attention to an analogous 
and notable example  in the history of a3tronomy. 

When  Copernicus found that the conception of the ear th 's  
motion around the sun accorded best with his observations of the 
positions of the planets, and he announced the bold hypothesis,  it 
was opposed on the ground that  if the earth moved in an orbit, the 
fixed stars should also appear  to describe small movements  on the 
heavens;  in other words, we should be able to determine the par-  
allax, and consequently the distance of the fixed stars in terms of 
the ear th 's  distance from the sun. No such movement  was observ- 
able in the stars, and Copernicus was obliged to assert that  the 
stars were so distant and the displacement due to parallax so 
small that  his measurements  could not detect the motions. Here  
was the challenge to the improvement  of the instruments and 
methods used in obse rv ing - - a  challenge which bore the richest 
fruit. Copernicus could determine stellar position within several 
minutes of arc, Tycho  Brah& within one minute, Bradley within a 
second or two;  and only when Bessel, in I836, brought  it down 
to tenths of a second, was the distance of a fixed star actually 
measured. The final proof of the justice of the Copernican state- 
ment  concerning the immense distances of the stars was, however, 
by no means the main acquisition to astronomy. Tycho Brah& 
had laid the foundation tbr the discovery of Kepler ' s  Laws, 
Bradley had discovered aberration and nutation, and as t ronomy 
had advanced to the point of refinement in the measuring process 
that  made the discovery of the law of gravitat ion by Newton pos- 
sible. But above all, delicate instruments had been invented 
and rigorous mathematical  methods of observing had been devised, 
which should remain a rich legacy to physical science for all time. 

Thus also in electricity were the arts of observation perfected, 
and the discoveries multiplied by a ceaseless desire to prove the 
correct conception concerning the nature of the electrical action. 
On the one hand, electroscopes, electrometers,  unit jars and other 
devices for the qualitative and quanti tat ive measurement  of 
this force were devised by many. On the other hand, it was 
reserved for Tobias Meyer  to suggest  and for the great Coulomb 
to prove that  electrical repulsion and attraction followed tile 
rigorous mathematical  law of decrease according to the inverse 
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square of the distance. These men were both able mathematicians, 
but Coulomb in addition made himself the father of electrical 
measurement by the invention and shrewd application of the 
torsion-balance, and you shall find that the great discovery he 
made, is fundamental to all electrical theory and practice. Oft- 
times this law of Coulomb is hid by the later deductions and by 
the nearer rules of practice, but if you go back to fundamental 
conceptions you finally cast anchor in a little mathematical expres- 
sion borrowed from that which states the law of gravitation. 
Thus, in the search for the true nature of electrical action, now an 
ingenious instrument, now a great law is discovered 

It is here to be remarked that al though all this was accom- 
plished ill electricity, generated by friction, we find scarcely any 
vestige in our Electrical Exhibition of this u',ethod of production. 
Indeed, 1 do not remember to have seen there a single instance of 
tiffs method of producing electricity. And  yet  there, as constant 
reminders, stood the old historical machines and there the educa- 
tional examples of the " balance ~ torsion" of Coulomb. 

If, now, we seek out the sources of the electricity, used in most 
of the ordinary electrical appliances shown, and used particularly 
in connection with our devices for communicating thought  to a 
distance, we shall find the voltaic battery silently furnishing a 
constant supply. 

It was in I79O, that Galvani first announced the great dis- 
covery which led finally to the development of this new source of 
electricity. We will not, as has so frequently been done, place 
this discovery to the account of the mere accident of the twitching 
of frogs' legs, when touched by metal, as they lay near an electrical 
machine. That  was undoubtedly the occasion of directing Gal- 
vani's attention to a new phenomenon;  but we must not ignore 
the fact that Galvani, as a student of medicine, knew something of 
animal electricity and of electricity in general. For  to his interest 
in animal electricity and to his bias in that direction, we must 
attribute both his closer study of the occurrence and his theory 
that the real seat of the electricity was in the nerves of the fro~. 

It was, however, to Alessandro Volta, that the greater credit 
was reserved of setting the whole matter in a clear light. Al though 
his first work on this subject bore the title of A n i m a l  ~[cctricity,  
he soon directed his attention to the contact of the metals as the 
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cause of the electrical disturbance. With  the method of a trained 
physicist he ceased to use the frogs' legs as electroscope and 
showed that still the simple contact of two metals produced an 
electrical action. You remember  the old experiments  with two 
coins of different metals which might  either produce an acid taste 
by  contact in the mouth or a flash of light before the eye if it were 
included in the circuit. With this, Volta 's  investigation had but just 
begun. He called attention to the fact that, in this same exper iment  
with the metals in one relation in the mouth the taste was acid, in 
ano ther  relation the taste was that of an alkali, and that  moreover  
the taste con#nued without interruption so long as the contact of 
the metals continued. This we now recognize as the first glimpse 
of the chemical action of the electrical current. Intent  on clearing 
up his contact theory of the production of electricity, he studied 
the effect of contact of various metals, arranged them in a series in 
which the middle terms might  be removed with indifference, and 
proved that a current could only be produced when a liquid inter- 
vened in the series. He discovered the first form of what we now 
know as the voltaic battery. Everyone knows something of the 
classical contest between Volta 's  contact theory and the conception 
of the animal electricity of Galvani, as well as of that  other greater  
contest  between the Volta contact theory and the chemical theory of 
the  batter),. It  required a Commission of the Institute of France, 
with such members  as Laplace, Coulomb and Biot to give full 
recognition to the immense services rendered t o  science by Volta 's  
labors. 

I t  is interesting at this t ime to note that  at least three lines of 
investigation diverge from the standpoint of Galvani and Volta. 
Galvani was absorbed in animal electricity, and among  the number  
of experimenters  who, with renewed vigor, took up this line of 
research could be reckoned Von Humbold t ,  who is said to have 
inflicted on himself a large and painful wound in order that  he 
migh t  study the relation of electricity to animal tissue under 
normal conditions. I f  medical electricity, so fully represented at 
the Exhibit ion by  a variety of appliances, has any sufficient reason 
for its existence, it should have profited by these and a long series 
of similar researches that  followed in Galvani 's  wake. On the 
other hand, Volta inaugurated a series of the most refined investi- 
gations on the potential of contact, and it is probable that no other 
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electrical question has developed more refilled methods of experi-  
mentation. Al though  a brilliant line of physicists, from Volta  to 
Sir William Thomson,  discuss and exper iment  on the question, 
the mys te ry  is still ours. The third direction given to investi- 
ga t ionwas ,  as you know, the chemical one, with its Ritters, its 
Davys,  Becquerels and Faradays.  

I t  would serve no useful purpose to recall the names of a t i the 
of the chemists and physicists who have step by step developed 
the voltaic ba t te ry  as now used. Whe the r  of one fluid or two  
fluids, of higher  electro-motive force or of lower internal resist- 
ance, it mat ters  not, the bat tery  is the finished product  ot an hun- 
dred willing workers in the field of pure research. 

No one who fails to recall the familiar his tory of electrical 
progress can have a just  conception of the many  and widespread 
ramifications incident to the introduction of the Voltaic method of 
generat ing electricity. We  have only to pause before one of those 
large storage batteries of the Exhibi t ion to be reminded of the 
early discovery by Rit ter  of the polarization of the voltaic cell, and' 
the later developments of polarization, particularly in the hands ot 
Plant~, into a factor as useful as it was once inimical, This is but 
an instance, and very briefly stated, of many  lines of research 
suggested by the battery.  We mention next the galvanoplastic 
processes so rich in utility and beauty,  as due to the s tudy and 
use of the bat tery  in electrolytic action, by Faraday.  The electro- 
types, electro-plated ware, and all sorts of artistic reproductions, 
seem fully to repay the wearisome investigations in the field of 
elect ro-chemist ry. 

But, in passing to and fro through the Exhibit ion, we have 
noticed many appliances which owe their utility to some relation 
between electricity and magnet ism, and Oersted 's  eai*ly experi-  
ments  with the galvanic bat tery,  and his consequent discovery of a 
direct relation between a current  of electricity and a magnet ,  can 
no longer be kept in the background.  We  here come upon 
another  epoch-making experiment .  

I t  was in tile course of preparat ion for a lecture o n "  Electricity,  
Galvanism and Magnetism," in the spring of 1820, that  Oersted, as 
he informs us, first tried the celebrated exper iment  of the effect of 
a current of electricity on the magnetic needle. I t  cannot be said 
that  the discovery was a l together  unsuggested by the previous 
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course of science. Franklin had magnetized needles by the passage 
of the electric spark, and Oersted himself had remarked the uneasy 
movement  of the magnetic  needle during a thunder-storm. It  was 
then the next  step to imagine the influence of the electric-current 
on the needle. Oersted not only exhibited the action of the current 
on the movable magnetic-needle, and conversely by freely suspend- 
ing a little bat tery  caused it to move by  means of a magnet  as 
though itself a magnet ,  but he brought  out clearly the relation of 
direction of the current to the deflection of the needle. His little 
pamphle t  on the subject, written in the Latin language, and hence 
at once accessible to all the learned of other countries produced a 
profound sensation in scientific circles. Eager ly  were the experi-  
ments  repeated and with astonishing rapidity were new discoveries 
added. In Germany,.Seebeck, Erman, Poggendort  and Schweigger 
took up the subject;  and the very galvanoscope then made by 
Schweigger and Poggendorf  by coiling the wire a number  of times 
about  the movable magne~ so as to multiply the Oersted effect, is 
our current detector to-day. 

I t  was, however, in France that the news of this discovery was 
to be crowned by developments of even greater  moment  than the 
original exper iments  of Oersted. Arago  brought  the news to 
Paris and, assisted by his friend Gay Lussac, showed that  the 
electric current not only deflected a needle, but magnetLzed a steel- 
rod when it was passed through a spiral wound round the rod. 
They  also showed that  a wire included in the galvanic circuit ac- 
tually played the part  of a magnet  in at t ract ing iron-filings. You 
remember  how similarly the at tendants  of some of the heavy-cur-  
rent dynamos at the Exhibit ion amused us all by showing the 
power of a simple copper-wire to at t ract  nails, files and such like. 
That,  we suppose, was but a playful recognition on the part  of the 
dynamo of its high-born blood. 

To Andr6 Marie Amp6re,  however, belongs the glory, not 
merely of making a few novel experiments  but of so theorizing upon 
the experiments  made, and of so inventing new experiments  accord- 
ing to theory, and as groundwork for the development  of theory 
that he was enabled to put in place the very corner-stone of the 
science ot electro-dynamics.  

And just here we must  be permit ted to say that  there could be 
no better  commenta ry  on the powers of mathemat ica l  training in 
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determining the best course of progress, than to institute a com- 
parison between the articles of Oersted and of Ampere,  as they 
stand recorded in two successive volumes of the A n n a l e s  de Chimie  

et  Hzyszgue ,  of the year I82O. But for the lucid conceptions of 
the French mathematician, we might still be speaking of the 
" electrical conflict" of Oersted. To state a few of ampEre ' s  
achievements in electricity : He introduced the convention, which 
has become permanent, of regarding the direction of the current 
to be that of the positive electrification. He stated so simple a 
mnemonic for predicting in what direction the needle will be 
deflected by a current;  that the current always "enters the heels " 

of the practical electrician, and " flows out at his head," when he 
" looks upon a needle whose north end is deflected to the left." 

He found that currents acted either attractively or repulsively on 
currents, according as those were in the same or in opposite direc- 
tions. But the most important step taken by him was in intro- 
ducing an electrical conception of magnetism. Since the needle 
directed itself at right angles to the current, currents flowing from 
East to West round the earth must produce its magnetism, while 
artificial magnets are also to be conceived as formed of molecular 
currents. The whole question then resolved itself into the simple 
elements of the action of one current on another. The problem 
was now one of mathematics and mechanics, and he resolved it 
with abundant success. 

As we leave this eminent contributor to the realities of our 
Exhibition, we cannot omit the beautiful eulogy Clerk Maxwell 
wrote, when he himself recast the mathematics of the subject : 
" The experimental investigations by which Ampdre established 
the laws of the mechanical action between electrical currents, is 
one of the most brilliant in science. The whole, theory and experi- 
ment, seems as if it had leaped full-grown and full-armed from the 
brain of the ' Newton of electricity.' It is perfect in form and 
unassailable in accuracy, and it is summed up in a formula from 
which all the phenomena may be deduced, and which must always 
remain the cardinal formula of electro-dynamics." 

We pass now to the next great step that had to be taken 
before current electricity would become the facile, intelligent ser- 
vant of the world. This time, also, it is the able mathematician 
who, in the person of George Simon Ohm, first discloses the won- 
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derfully simple relations existing between the conductivity of a 
circuit and the electricity passing. There is no practical electri- 
cian, however ignorant of the fundamental demonstrations, or of 
the repeated experimental and theoretical verifications, that does 
not pin implicit faith to Ohm's  law. Electro-motive force ~ cur- 
rent y. resistance : is tlm magical rune now applied in a thousand 
mystic transformations common to the art and practice of elec- 
tricity. If space permitted, the line of thought  of Ohm's  cele- 
brated memoir would be an interesting topic;  but we must at 
least remark that, taking into account the changes in our electrical 
n,)menclature, the very statements of that memoir have now be- 
cvme the familiar conceptions of all who comprehend what is 
meant by the term " electrical current." Through Ohm, the prac- 
tice of electricity is also probably a great debtor to no less a 
mathematician than Fourier ;  for Ohm himself states how the con- 
ceptions Fourier had used in his great work on the theory of heat, 
were by him transferred to electricity. And we mention this 
indebtedness in order to be able to hint at the vast obligations due 
by electrical progress to the prior cultivation of mathematical 
analysis in other fields. In connection with such an application as 
that made by Ohm, Fourier's own words seem like a revelation. 
" Mathematical analysis," says he, " seems to be a faculty of the 
h u m a n  mind, destined to supplant the shortness of life and the 
imperfection of the senses; and what is. still more remarkable, it 
tbllows the same course in the study of all phenomena;  it inter- 
prets them by the same language, as if to attest the unity and 
simplicity of the plan of the universe, and to make still more 
evident that unchangeable order which presides over all natural 
causes." 

We are now in possession of all the essential elements that go 
to make up the electro-magnetic telegraph:  the voltaic battery, 
the magnetm action of the current, the laws of that action, and 
finally the law of Ohm. A new interest in all the variety of tele- 
graphic and signalling appliances displayed at our Exhibition, 
dawns upon us when thus regarded as the direct and necessary 
product of researches such as these in the field of pure science. 
Yet a tithe of the important researches bearing on a line of practice 
such as that of telegraphy, could not be instanced. Enough 
has been cited to conclusively show, to what great element in 
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human progress, an exhibition of these practical results is chiefly 
debtor.  But if it is still doubted whether  these scientists ever know 
what they are doing, and what for, they are doing it, we must  re- 
mind you how it was in the very highest realms of pure research 
that  the first suggestion of the magnet ic  telegraph was made, and 
also the first actual te legraph line constructed and used. For  
it was within three months  after the knowledge of Oersted 's  
experiment,  that  Amp6re  had actually proposed the first plan for 
a telegraphic communicat ion by means of electro-magnetism. And 
it was between the Astronomical  Observatory  and the Physical 
Labora to ry  at G6tt ingen that  the eminent scientists, Gauss and 
Weber  operated the first practical telegraph line. 

The dynamo-electric machines displayed in such variety, and 
destined to several uses of profoundest interest to us all, will ever 
remain the prominent  features of the Exhibition; as in memory ,  we 
pass through the fascinating scene. Those  dynamos  always ex- 
cited our respect. Their  very  crudeness did not even detract  from 
this feeling. There  was about  them a certain masculinity of char- 
acter that  impressed itself on everyone, and Rave a tone of work-a- 
day earnestness to the entire Exhibit ion. This earnestness of spirit 
was real and gave promise of a vigor of progress for the future, 
that  should equal, and doubtless excel, the historical development  
of the steam-engine. 

~ hile the variety of type pleased the mechanical fancy, it did 
not daze the scientific analysis. However  crude or however typical 
of what  the future dynamo may  be expected to be, each machine 
was readily analyzed into its essential elements and the action of 
these referred to the original principles of science. 

There  are two great  events in science that  made the dynamo-  
electrical machine possible;  one is that  of the discovery of 
magneto-electric induction by Faraday,  in 1831 ; the other that  of 
the establishment of the great laws of the correlation of forces and 
the conservation of energy, during the fourth and fifth decades of 
this century by a goodly ar ray  of mathemat ical  and experimental  
genius. Without  the well-known researches of Faraday  on 
magneto-electric induction and the consequent development  of the 
magneto-electric machine from the early Dal Negro  and Pixii types 
up to the Alliance and Pacinnotti,  there could not have been a 
suitable preparation for the improvements  of a Siemens or a 
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Gramme. And as an ever-present reminder of the value and eventual 
use to mankind of such researches, there should be stamped upon 
.every dynamo the name of Michael Faraday. 

Again, it is quite remarkable that the title of Werner  Siemens' 
article, in which he in I86I announced the dynamo-electrical or 
reaction principle, should have read : " Concerning the Conversion 
of Mechanical Energy  into Electrical Current, without the Use of 
Permanent Magnet~." It is but an evidence that the other great 
discovery in science referred to, had borne one of its legitimate 
fruits. Everyone is now familiar with the history of the discovery, 
proof  and application of the laws of energy by Mayer, Joule, 
Thomson, Helmholtz,  Clausius, and others;  and everyone also 
with the kind of science these names imply. 

We can therefore pass on to another definite instance of the 
fruits of the law of conservation of energy that should be men- 
tioned in this connection. We have already spoken of Ohm's law, 
which is, of course, also here applicable in the dynamo;  but we 
purposely, hitherto, omitted to mention the second law of electrical 
currents,  because of its peculiarly useful relations to problems 
concerning dynamo currents. According to this law heat is gen- 
erated or work performed in any given circuit in the following rela- 
tion : quanti ty of heat = square of current X resistance X time. 
There is scarcely a practical calculation concerning the perform- 
ance of the dynamo into which this little formula does not enter. 
I t  is the key that is constantly in the hands of the practitioner and 
that easily unlocks the dynamical riddle of the new engine. This 
time it is the experimental  researches of Joule and Lenz, which 
first proved the relation, and it is the mathematical skill of Clausius 
that  finally expressed the law as a deduction from principles already 
known. 

It would scarcely add to the force of our main argument if we 
should go further and show how the whole dynamo-electric-engine 
has been subjected to a series of scientific tests, and of theoretical 
discussions which are destined to make a special kind of engineer- 
ing. Enough that we can now, at least with partial insight, derive 
the scientific origin of the dynamo trom the old-time rubbing of a 
piece of amber. 

We must also omit discussion of the deep obligation due by 
our  Exhibit ion to pure research in developing the very steam- 
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engine necessary to the generation of the new t0rm of energy. 
To mention the bearing of Regnaul t ' s  researches and the influence 
of the mechanical theory of heat, would lead us far away from 
the electrical side, and is here unnecessary. 

We  will, however,  as we glance at the work to which the cur- 
rent generated in the dynamo is put, remark that  it was in Davy ' s  
laboratory that  the electric arc was first b rought  out in all its 
glory. W e  now see hztndreds of arc lamps above and around us. 
Turning to the soft and beautiful l ight of the incandescent lamps, 
we see in imagination the spiral of wire that, under the electric 
discharge, became glowing in Kinnersley 's  old a i r - thermometer .  
If we see the dynamo-current  at work in the chemist 's  hands, we 
have again to recall Davy ' s  exper iments  and Faraday ' s  exposition 
of the laws of electrolysis. If  we watch the electric-motors, as 
they drive all sorts of machinery,  we are borne back in imagina- 
tion to the year I835, and with the great  physicist, Jacobi, of St. 
Petersburg,  we go sailing up and down the Neva  in a boat pro- 
pelled by a magneto-electric-engine,  while we learn from him 
some of the laws underlying the wonderful result. 

I t  is the ocean cable, only present in our Exhibi t ion by proxy,  
that  must next serve as the text  for a brief reference to the bene- 
ficent influence of mathematical  theory in general and of the  
theory of the potential in particular, in bringing about  the great  
achievements.  The  practical electrician we have ofttimes met  in 
our wanderings through the Exhibition, has spoken of the electri- 
cal "po ten t i a l "  as though that  were something to put one's ignor- 
ance to the blush. But we have sometimes wondered whether  he 
imagined that  the word stood primarily in electricity for a purely 
mathematical  conception, which he now unconsciously regards as 
a physical fact. Moreover,  in the occasional references to the 
indebtedness of practical electricity to mathemat ical  investigation, 
we have not been able to give even a partial idea of the theories 
developed, or of their bearing on practice. The  only way in 
which we can pretend further to supply this omission, is to state, 
in a few sentences, the influence of a single mathemat ical  concep- 
tion on the progress of the computat ion of the electrical forces. 
Laplace, in treating the at tractive forces of gravitation, had used 
a function essentially proportional to the attractive masses and the 
simple inverse distance. This function, U, has since become 
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famous for its power in dealing with all problems in which the 
forces act according to the inverse square of the distance. Green 
and Gauss f i rs tappl ied it to electrical problems, the latter to a 
general investigation comprehending gravitation, magnet ism and 
electricity, and subsequently Sir \Vm. "rhomson and others used 
it as the very key to the solution of the most  difficult problems. 
Now, to use the cable as an illustration of the practical bearing of 
researches apparent ly  so far removed from actualities, we find that  
Sir Wm. Thomson,  using the conception of the potential, already 
in I855 derived the little formula which expresses the electro- 
static capacity of a cable, considered as an immense leyden jar. 
"We stand amazed when, after the breaking of a cable, we see a 
vessel sent to mid-ocean, there to put down grappling-irons through 
miles of water  and successfully recover and splice the artery of 
commerce.  But we should not forget the little formula, whose use 
could point to the very spot where the break must have occurred ; 
and we should not fail to remember  the formula's out-of-the-way 
origin. 

As we take our part ing glance of the fascinating and successful 
exhibition, we may  sum up all in the s tatement  that  electricity is 
now subject to accurate measurement.  The magnetometers ,  
e lectrometers  and galvanometers  and the multiplicity of meters 
that  measure every conditions of electrical action, stand as the 
crowning result of theoretical and experimental  electricity. If we 
ask, why the instruments  are of such and such forms, we are 
referred to the mathematics  ; if we inquire how they are used, we 
learn also the necessity of acquiring the art  and practice of ex- 
perimentation. I f  we inquire upon what general method the 
measurements  are made, we are sent all the way back to the great  
as t ronomer  Gauss, to learn of him the absolute system of express- 
ing forces, and if we ask for the unit of measure, the yard-st ick of 
the practical electrician, the so-called ohm, we have to intercede 
with the long line of eminent physicists, beginning with Wilhelm 
Weber  and ending with Rayleigh and Rowland for a copy of their  
standards. 

In every element of the Exhibit ion .we detect the most  un- 
doubted relations to pure research;  and when we run over  the 
scene even thus cursorily, we behold pure research the presiding 
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genius, on whose behests  depend the successful activity of  every 
depar tment  of electrical practice here represented. 

The  lessons to be drawn from this review are evident. Re-  
search in America  should be raised to a higher  plane and such 
methods  adopted to bring about  the desired result as may  have 
the sanction of past success. The reason why there are not more 
American names associated with the progress of physical research 
(and there are many  more in this depar tment  than  we have had 
occasion to mention), does not lie in the lack of interest, or the lack 
of power in the American student. Apar t  from the materi- 
alistic spirit that  we all imbibe, there is the lack of the appliances 
and particularly of the unrestricted devotion that  such work 
demands. 

Speaking of appliances it is at least in the separation from first- 
class scientific libraries that  the Amer ican  student suffers untold 
inconvenience. European students in physics would be amazed to 
learn that  in an American  city of nearly one million of inhabitants, 
there could not be found a complete set of, say, Poggendorf ' s  
Annalen or Crel!e's Journal, or an instance of other volumes which 
it were occasionally desirable to refer to, in order that  exper imen-  
tation might  start  in at the right point and lead to the r ight  end. 
Especially, however, do we wish to insist on the fact that  sufficient 
opportuni ty  is not afforded for that  jealous, single-minded atten- 
tion which science requires. I t  is not that  large endowments  are 
not given to erect fine buildings for laboratories or to provide 
fine instruments.  But it is that  there are but few foundations 
which put the man back of the instruments and allow him to de- 
vote himself with undisturbed purpose to the work of his labora- 
tory. If  you will recall the influence of but one institution where 
a foundation is provided which places an unhampered man ill the 
laboratory,  you will appreciate the justice of these remarks.  The 
Royal  Institution of London was founded, we are told, to promote,  
among  other things, scientific research. To do this it founded a 
professorship, which gave the incumbent free scope to follow 
out researches of the purest type. You know wha t  has been 
done for electrical science by  its professors, Davy  and Faraday.  
They  discovered the decomposit ion of the fixed alkalies, the 
laws of electro-chemical decomposition, the fact of magneto-  
electric induction and the two-fold magnet ism of matter,  together  
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with a whole body of general information on electrical subjects. 
You know then how deep a debtor our Electrical E.~hibition 
was to this single foundation for the promotion of research. 
It need only be said that  the prospect is clearly open of doing not 
only important  service to science, but some day to humanity at 
large, by  diverting some of the American wealth to such noble 
foundations. May we not hope that our public-spirited citizens 
will thus endow our own INSTITUTE, an institution in many respects 
similar to the one just mentioned. Such a happy result would 
certainly show that  America was not altogether oblivious of its 
lasting obligation to the contributions already made toward its 
material and social progress, by the eminent cultivators of pure 
research. 

ON THE F R I C T I O N  oF N O N - C O N D E N S I N G  ENGINES.  

BY R. H. THURSTON, ITHACA, N. Y. 

[A Pa~er read ag tke l}[eelin K af l/ze American Saciely ef A/lecTaanica/ ~,%~ineers, 
New Yor/¢, ]Vo~lember 3o, I886.] 

The assumption of the distinguished engineer, De Pambour, 
that  the wasteful resistance of a steam-engine consists of a constant 
quantity, the friction of the unloaded engine, increased by some 
increasing function of tile added load, has been accepted as cor- 
rect by probably all recognized authorities since his time. Calling 
R 0 the resistance of the engine running free and under no other 
load than its own friction, and calling R 1 the resistance coming 
upon it as a useful factor of its work, and making f the coefficient 
measuring the proportion of increased friction due to the load, the  
total resistance to be overcome by the engine piston is thus 

R = (1 + f )  & + R,, (1} 

So far as the writer has observed it has never been questioned 
whether  the quantity f is constant or variable, and no recent 
at tempts have been made to ascertain its value by experiment.  

It  has long been the intention of the writer to settle this ques- 
tion, which had for years existed in his own mind, and the oppor- 
tunity has recently been offered to do so, at least as that question 
affects the modern forms of non-condensing high-speed engines 
now so generally in use, especially for electric lighting purposes. 


